We have used a variety of methods of showing videotapes to large groups of people, and I have done several environments as a sculptor which have incorporated VTR. I will describe and analyze them as briefly as possible.

**Video Projection** - Simply showed tapes in a university lecture hall with a mammoth projector. When picture contrast varied, the projector tended to lose synch. Although it was free of charge, few students showed up - but this was two years ago.

Used it in a theatre piece, where we videotaped the sessions ("rehearsals") and the principals of the play (dancer, opera singer, electronic musician, actress) at home and at work. Real activity on the screen alternated with the appearance of each person on stage, who "rehearsed" their roles. All the while a heavy-set woman sat with her back to the audience watching T.V. At the end of a ritual, another actor gets hung, and the T.V. woman cries out: "Stop it! He's really hanging!"

Rented a B & W Eidophor (1,500 a day) for a conference where I videotaped speakers and interviews all across Canada, rather than invite one guest speaker. Projected excerpts from the tapes, plus part of the conference documented the day before (a panel discussion). Discussion groups had access to CCTV, and could request programs or telecine at any time; this demand system was manually-operated changing the ends of a mile of co-ax cables coming in to the video room from each of each T.V.'s (the first request came from T.V. Number 19). A report of this experimental "Communications Environment" is available by writing me.

Got a good look at the Sony color video projector in Tokyo, where four of them continually replayed highlights from the winter Olympics. Fifty to eighty people can comfortably watch the highly-reflective screen (which has a smaller viewing angle than cine-screens). Color is electrifying, scan lines almost invisible, but so is trinitron. In general, watch out for reds on any cheap color projection system; but Sony's looked good.

**Multi-Screen** - is in evidence all over Tokyo, in subway stations, department stores, nightclubs. We used it in "Do It Yourself" show in Sony Building, Ginza. This multi-levelled display hi-rise gets thousands of people flowing through per day. Had nine monitors B & W, nine in color, three hours of tape repeating eight hours a day for two weeks, plus "Video Hiroba" members special events. Multi-screen is o.k. for flowing crowds; but having seen lots of it, Japanese are tired of it. I found that it was better when the volume was low—people moved in closer (which I wanted to get them involved with a CCTV and a video-replay trip).

We used 4-26" colour T.V. consoles when the Vasulkas visited the Vancouver Art Gallery. We distributed R.F. by running 75 ohm to 300 ohm to the first T.V. (standard RF adapter), then attaching a second transformer to the antenna screws and running it 300 ohm - 75 ohm to the second TV, with another 75 ohm - 300 ohm on the terminal, and so on. All because we didn't have a 'y' connector. Looked good.

**Single T.V.** - Fifty people can comfortably watch a 26" T.V., more if the chairs are tiered. For a month long, all-day show of tapes from Europe and Japan (on cassette) we used a couple of T.V.'s, a couple of chesterfields and lots of cushions, in a small room. Lots of people lounged in it for a couple of hours. Comments varied, but interest and amount of visitors was high.